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Exchange and transaction costs
Gergely K®hegyi  Dániel Horn  Klára Major
Consequence 1.

Voluntary exchange is mutually benecial

1. both sides receive a consumption basket, which s/he values more than her/his initial basket
2. makes specialization possible, thus increases the quantity of the available goods

Pure exchange  the Edgeworth box

The Edgeworth box
• Ida's amounts of X and Y and preferences are to the right and above the Oi origin
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• Jakab's amounts and preferences are to the left of Oj origin
• the width of the box is the available X for the society
• the height of the box is the available Y for the society
• The grey area marks the mutually preferred baskets to the endowment E basket.
Consequence 2 (The consumption curve). All points of the CC curve marks a possible equilibrium
point. If the parties arrive at one of these, there are no more, mutually advantageous, possibilities for
exchange. The GH part of the CC curve marks the available equilibriums for the E endowment.

Budget lines and the competitive equilibrium
Budget lines

Any price ratio determines the slope of a budget line through the endowment position E. The dashed
budget line KL does not correspond to a competitive market equilibrium for these two traders, since
along KL Ida's optimum (Qi ) lies at a dierent point from Jakab's optimum (Qj ).

In the edgeworth box, the equilibrium allocation of the two commodities lies in the region
of mutual advantage. At the equilibrium price ratio, the traders' indierence curves are tangent to one
another and to the common budget line.
Statement 3.
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Demand and supply with pure exchange

is the amount of the commodity entering into his or her desired consumption basket
is the quantity he or she buys in the market as a function of price. It equals
full demand less the endowed amount of the good.
Full supply of a good, in a world of pure exchange, is his or her endowed quantity.
Transaction supply of a good is the quantity oered for sale as price varies. It equals the endowed
quantity less the amount retained for consumption.
Full demand

Transaction demand

Example 4.

Taxes can be

•

consumption taxes (vehicle taxes, property tax)

•

Value added taxes, which is only paid after the transaction quantity

⇒

If transaction taxes go up, the "do it yourself" goes up. ⇒ customs are international VAT taxes,
thus they forge national self-suciency
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Consequence 5. The point where the aggregate full supply intersects the aggregate full demand curve
shows the economy wide consumption of the good, which must equal the aggregate economywide supply.
The point where aggregate transaction supply meets aggregate transaction demand curve shows the amount
of the good actually exchanged between buyers and sellers. The two pairs of curves intersect at the same
equilibrium price. van.
Example 6.

Market experiment using a computerized the demand-supply process

Price and quantity in an experimental market
Period
High
Low
Quantity
Units exchanged
quantity
at exact equilibrium price
1.
+0, 10 −0, 20
6
1
2.
+0, 30
0
6
3
3.
+0, 15 −0, 15
7
2
4.
+0, 05 −0, 10
7
3
5.
+0, 05 −0, 10
6
4
6.
+0, 05
0
7
5
7.
+0, 10
0
7
6
8.
+0, 05
0
7
5
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An isolated individual can only produce, but cannot exchange. His production and
consumption optimum equals. It is the point on the Production possibility frontier where it equals the
highest possible indierence curve.

Consequence 7.
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Example 8.

Year
1860
1914
1947
1987

Regional Specialization in the US

Localization index
0, 273
0, 311
0, 259
0, 197

Trends in U.S. Regional Manufacturing Structure, 18601987

Imperfect markets  costs of exchange
Imperfect communication
More prices
Costly transaction
Example 9.

Costs of trading: NYSE versus NASDAQ
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The stock Trade size
Small
Medium
Big

Eective spread
NYSE NASDAQ
15, 4
17, 0
17, 0

39, 8
31, 2
27, 0

The dierence between demand and
supply price oers on NYSE and NASDAQ
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Proportional transaction costs create a gap between the buying price and the selling
price. The larger the gap, the more likely individuals are to choose autarky solutions, and the smaller
will be the aggregate volume of market trading.
Consequence 10.
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Lump-sum transaction costs do not create a price gap. But they induce consumers
to make trades only at discrete intervals, so that both buyers and sellers have to hold inventories. Heavy
transaction charges and the resulting high inventory costs make individual autarky solutions more likely,
reducing the aggregate volume of market trade. At the extreme, the market can become non-viable.
Consequence 11.
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